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Distributed Mean-Field-Type Filter
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Abstract— Particle filter is an effective tool for vehicle tracking. However, we need to maintain a large number of particles to
keep a reasonable tracking accuracy for multi-target tracking in
large scale state space. This paper proposes a new distributed
mean-field-type filter to handle those noisy, partial-observed
and high-dimensional data. The state space is decomposed and
the particles are deployed locally and updated independently in
the simplified subspaces. The filtering framework contains four
operations: sampling, prediction, decomposition and correction.
A mean-field term is included in the system dynamic so that
the prediction is based on the previous state as well as its
statistic distribution, which is estimated by a multi-frame
learning procedure. The experiment on real data shows that
our approach can achieve accurate tracking results with a small
number of particles.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Vehicle tracking is a fundamental problem in Intelligent
Traffic Systems (ITS). With the development of sensor
technology, the observation data can be easily collected from
many sources, such as inductive loops, video cameras and
radars [1]. However, those data are often noisy and partially
observed, which could make fatal conflicts and deteriorate
the quality of ITS. Therefore, new learning, filtering and data
assimilation techniques are required to process the noisy data
collected from large scale traffic networks.
Vision-based vehicle tracking is a challenging problem
because the quality of the video data is generally very
poor [2]. The observation data is often contaminated by the
noise from background interference, low resolution, lighting
change, motion blur, and occlusion. Early work on filtering
and signal estimation assumes Gaussian noise and linear systems. Kalman filter [3] uses a linear time-invariant dynamic
model to estimate the optimal state, which can yield the
exact conditional probability estimate with that assumption.
The extensions EKF, UKF, EnKF and particle filters were
designed to deal with nonlinear models and non Gaussian
noise.
A dynamical system is said to be of mean-field type if
it involves the probability measure of the state variable in
the transition kernel to the next state [4]. The combination
of observed data and dynamical models of mean-field type
become a challenging problem since the system is huge
and the observations are partial and noisy [5]–[8]. In [9]
the authors observe that the approximation of most particlebased filters such as mean-field ensemble Kalman filter,
approximate particle filter, particle swarm optimization based
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filter are not satisfactory for signal-observation dynamics
of mean-field type. The main problems are the effective
integration of high dimensional data and the control of error
accumulation.
As an application, we implement our algorithm on videobased vehicle tracking, which is a popular task in ITS.
Most previous work was focused on the detection side rather
than the tracking side [2]. Despite well-designed appearance
models [10], they use very simple motion model, or just
randomly search around the previous vehicle positions [11].
However, fine-scale textures and well-designed features are
not available in low quality videos. Our motivation is to
design a robust filtering framework to estimate the vehicle
positions accurately with noisy video data.
The contribution of this paper can be summarized as
follows: (i) We propose a distributed mean-field-type filter
(DMF) for vehicle tracking. The state space is decomposed
into independent subspaces based on the foreground detection result. Particles are initialized as some good hypotheses and updated independently in each subspace. (ii) We
provide a generic methodology to estimate the filtering distribution in four steps: sampling, prediction, decomposition
and correction. This methodology can be applied to other
high-dimensional networked systems with mean-field-type
dynamic models and noisy observations. (iii) The mean-field
term of system state is combined in the dynamic model
to provide robust and accurate state prediction. A multiframe learning procedure is designed to estimate the prior
state distribution. The experimental results on real data have
verified the usefulness and effectiveness of our approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II introduces the system model and presents our
distributed mean-field-type filter. Section III describes the
design and implementation of our algorithm for vehicle
tracking. Experimental results are also illustrated. Finally,
we provide some concluding remarks in Section IV.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A dynamical system that involves the probability measure
of the state variable in the transition kernel to the next state is
called a mean-field-type system. We consider a process (zt )t
describing a high-dimensional dynamics of mean-field type
with transition probability K := P(zt+1 ∈ Z|zt , Lzt ), while
the process (yt )t denotes the observation with conditional
probability law P(yt ∈ Y |zt , Lzt ). Here Lzt denotes the
probability law of the state zt . Our goal is to estimate the
law of zt based on the observation history y1 , . . . , yt . We
introduce a nonlinear mean-field filter mt (Z) = P(zt ∈
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Z|y1 , . . . , yt ) to solve this problem. Once the conditional
filtering distribution mt is computed, we get a complete
representation of the uncertainty. However, the implementation of mt is not a trivial task, especially when the
system is non-linear and the noise is non-Gaussian. It often
requires some approximation by an empirical process m̂N
t .
In high dimensional state space, we want to design a filtering
√
approximation m̂N
t such that the bound of error N N is
independent of the cardinality of the entire network.
A. Sparse Decomposition of the State Space
The state space of the entire network is defined as a huge
graph G = (V, E), V =
6 ∅. The set of vertices V is non-empty
and arbitrary finite. The connections between the vertices
are designed in a sparse manner kEk  kVk2 . For each
signal-observation (zt , yt ), there is a projection on the nodes
(zvt , yvt )v∈V . When the cardinality of V and E are very large,
the system is considered as a high-dimension network, for
example, the traffic network of the entire city. The set of
nodes V can be decomposed into o components:
V := V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Vo

(1)

and inductive loop (s3 ) form a detection system with three
sources in zone Vj . Thus, the decomposition operator yields:
Dmt = (mt,|V1 , . . . , mt,|Vo )

Correction Ct+1 : Compute the weight of the i particle
w.r.t. the sensor s in zone Vj :
Q
i
i
; ys,t+1 )
s∈Vj lt+1 (zs,t+1 , Lzs,t+1
i
wt+1|Vj = P Q
0
i
0
; ys,t+1 )
i0
s∈Vj lt+1 (zs,t+1 , Lz i
s,t+1

The estimated filtering distribution is set as the weighted sum
of the particle states in each zone Vj :
m̂N
t+1,|Vj

B. Distributed Mean-Field Filter Algorithm
At node v, the transition probability P(zv,t+1 ∈
Zv |zt , Lzt ) is the key term and determined by the neighborhood (augmented) state (zwt )w∈N (v) and its distribution
Lzwt . The observation at node v evolves according to the
marginal conditional probability P(yvt ∈ Yv |zvt , Lzvt ) =
lvt (zvt , Lzvt ; yvt ). The algorithm is as follows:
Initialization: T, N , m̂N
0 = m0 . Here N is the number of
particles and m0 is the initial state distribution.
For time step t from 1 to T :
Sampling S N : Sample i.i.d ẑti from m̂N
t . This is done
by sampling independently from a product distribution
N
N
is therefore:
(m̂N
t,|V1 , . . . , m̂t,|Vo ) The operator S
SN m =

1 X
δ i;
N i ẑt

(2)

Prediction P : Predict the next state at node v for the ith
i
∼ Kvt (ẑti ; ·)Lzvt
particle: zv,t+1
Decomposition D: Project a probability measure mt,|V on
the class of measures mt,|Vj , (j = 1, . . . , o), that are almost
non-overlapping across zones, where
V := V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Vo
of mt restricted to the zone Vj ,
and mt,|Vj is the marginal
Q
i.e., to the sub-space s∈Vj Zs , here s is the measurements
or sensors in zone Vj . For example, camera (s1 ), radar (s2 )

=

N
X
i=1

i
∗ δzVi
wt+1|V
j

j ,t+1

(4)

i
where zVi j ,t+1 := (zs,t+1
)s∈Vj .
The algorithm is distributed so that only observations
(sensors) from the current zone Vj are used to update the
filtering distribution m̂N
t+1,|Vj .
As shown in Figure 1, the distributed mean-field filter
(DMF) is therefore given by:
N N
N
N
m̂N
t+1 = Ct+1 DP S m̂t =: Ôt+1 m̂t .

0

where Vj ∩Q
Vj 0 = ∅ if j 6= j . The signal space over the
network isQ v∈V Zv , and the observation space is decomposed as v∈V Yv . Let N (v) be the neighborhood set of
node v in the network, that is, N (v) contains all the vertices
adjacent to v in G. The transition at node v is sparse in the
sense that only the neighborhood signal (zwt )w∈N (v) and its
distribution matter.

(3)
th

(5)

Fig. 1: Operators of the distributed mean-field filter algorithm
Theorem 1: The global error of the approximate meanfield filter is bounded by [12]:
N
sup Ekφ(Ôt+1
m̂N
t ) − φ(Ot+1 mt )k ≤ N

(6)

kφk≤1

where the supremum is taken over test functions φ, and N is
independent of the time step
√ t. Moreover, there is a constant
κ > 0 such that supN N N < κo < +∞.
III. I MPLEMENTATION AND E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we give the implementation of DMF in a
real vehicle tracking scenario. The experiment results demonstrate the improvements in both accuracy and efficiency
compared with the standard particle filters [13]. Figure 2
shows a map of the surveillance region. It is a subarea of
the entire traffic network in Maryland, which covers about
30,000 square miles and contains 411 video cameras. For
simplicity, we conducted the experiment on 12 cameras in
this local area. The highway traffic sequences captured by
these 12 video cameras are put together and generate a video
with resolution 1920*1080. It contains 1376 frames at 15
frames per second. Our goal is to track multiple vehicles
simultaneously in the surveillance regions and count the
vehicle number on the road.
In this tracking problem, we implement DMF in a particle
filter framework. Each particle is described by a vector with
six coordinates zt = (pxt , pyt , sxt , syt , vxt , vyt )T , which
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Fig. 3: High level decomposition. Decompose the entire
network into o independent zones, each with k different
sensors.

Fig. 2: Map of the surveillance region

are the vehicle’s position, size, and velocity at frame t.
The state variables z1 , . . . , zt are estimated consecutively
based on the observation sequence y1 , . . . , yt generated by
the sensors deployed in the surveillance region. For a traffic
surveillance system in a city, thousands of gigabytes of data
could be generated per second, which makes the analysis or
even data transmission and storage quite challenging. What’s
more, the data is noisy and partially observed due to the low
video quality and sparse distributed traffic cameras. We don’t
know what happens in the visual blind area between two
adjacent cameras. What we can do is estimate and predict the
state parameters based on the limited data nearby and make
a reasonable guess concerning traffic conditions. Therefore,
it is a good choice to decompose the network into relatively
small and independent parts, and process the large amount
of data in a distributed way.
There are two levels of decomposition. Figure 3 shows
the high level decomposition. Suppose the entire space of
the traffic network is V, then we decompose it into o zones
V1 , . . . , Vo , e.g. o different roads, and in each zone there
are k measurements s1 , . . . , sk , such as radars, cameras and
loops. The observation of sensor s is ys,t+1 . Measurements
of different sensors can be fused using particle filter [14].
On the low level, we decompose the state space based on
the prior distribution. For example, in Figure 4b, the image
domain can be decomposed into three lanes. We deploy the
particles with high probability in the lanes and with low
probability in the tree or sky areas, so as to reduce false
alarms. Since vehicles in the same lane have interactions
with each other and vehicles in different lanes are relatively
independent, the particles are updated and resampled independently in each zone.
The state z could be position and velocity of one vehicle,
the queuing length at intersections, or the traffic density
within a local area, which depends on the specific applications. However, the initial state is unknown in most cases,
which is quite different from many object tracking scenarios
where the first-frame bounding box is given. There are two
ways to handle this. The first is to make a random guess
about the initial state, and put the particles uniformly in

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Tracking result. (a) Last frame (b) Prior distribution.
Bright pixel indicates a high probability of vehicle existence.

the state space. As the new observation sequence comes,
the particles will evolve to be more and more accurate
hypotheses. The other way is to start from some good initial
hypotheses, which are obtained by a foreground detection
mechanism. Our experiment has shown that starting from
the vehicle detection hypotheses is much better than starting
from a uniform distribution.
A. Foreground Detection
The domain of foreground detection is quite large [15]
[16] [17] [18]. According to the previous research, a good
foreground detection algorithm should have three properties.
First, it should contain multiple complementary features,
such as image intensity, color, gradient and texture. Second,
the background model should be adaptive to the recent
observed history, i.e. the foreground. Third, to identify the
missing foreground-color pixels on targets, the spacial-time
consistency should be exploited.
To generate the background model, we use the temporal
median filter. We use the median value of each pixel in a
constant time interval as the background. In our experiment,
the background image is updated once every 25 frames by
calculating the temporal median in the recent 250 frames.
The background model is robust to mild illumination changes
and the noise caused by the swaying trees. Then, we extract
two complementary features from the video sequence: grayscale intensity and gradient variation. Chromaticity variation
[19] is not used because it is not distinctive in our case.
For each point, the extracted feature values are compared
with the background model. The different values indicate
the probability that the pixel belongs to foreground. Finally,
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to remove the false alarms caused by noise and identify the
missing parts on a real target, we assign the pixel labels
using loopy belief propagation (LBP) [20] under a Markov
Random Field (MRF) optimization framework [21]. The idea
is to exploit the spatial consistency and receive messages
from neighboring pixels: for the current pixel i ∈ I, its
probability of being foreground will increase if its four
adjacent neighbors j ∈ N (i) are foreground pixels, and
decrease if the neighbors are background. Let l be the label:
0 for background and 1 for foreground. The energy function
of a label assignment is:
X
X X
ψij (li , lj )
(7)
C(l) =
φi (li ) +
i∈I

it is more effective to start from these good hypotheses. As
new observations come in the next frame, particle weights
are updated independently in each zone. A resampling step
is triggered to discard the particles with too small weights,
i.e. those deployed far away from the real targets, and
thus put more particles near the target area. The particle
state zt = (pxt , pyt , sxt , syt , vxt , vyt )T is evolved by the
transition kernel Kt (zt , Lzt ; zt+1 ). The system dynamics is:
pxt+1 = pxt + vxt + npx
pyt+1 = pyt + vyt + npy
sxt+1 = sxt ∗ (Esx (pxt+1 , pyt+1 )/Esx (pxt , pyt ) + nsx )
syt+1 = syt ∗ (Esy (pxt+1 , pyt+1 )/Esy (pxt , pyt ) + nsy )

i∈I j∈N (i)

The data term φi (li ) measures the cost of assigned label
li to point i, which is given by the probability that i is
assigned to a wrong label. The smoothness term ψij (li , lj )
measures the spacial inconsistency of the two labels li and
lj . If the neighboring pixels i and j have different labels,
ψij (li , lj ) = 1, otherwise it is 0. In each iteration, messages
are propagated around the MRF. We choose the order of
up, down, left, right for the message passing. By iteratively
minimizing the cost function, we can get the optimized label
assignment. The foreground detection result is shown in
Figure 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5: Foreground Detection Result. (a) The original image.
(b) Probability of being foreground before BP. (c) Probability
of being foreground after BP. (d) Foreground labeling result.
B. Mean-Field Term
Since the foreground regions have a high probability of
vehicle existence, it is reasonable to use the foreground
detection result to initialize the tracking procedure. For
the T detected foreground blobs, we decompose the image
space into T independent zones and deploy N particles in
each zone for the multi-target tracking task. Compared with
uniformly scattering the particles in the whole state space,

vxt+1 = αvxt + (1 − α)Evx (pxt+1 , pyt+1 ) + nvx
vyt+1 = αvyt + (1 − α)Evy (pxt+1 , pyt+1 ) + nvy
(8)
where n = (npx , npy , nsx, nsy, nvx, nvy)T is the random
Gaussian noise vector with variance σi2 , i = 1, . . . , 6. Esx ,
Esy , Evx , Evy are the mean-field terms which represent
the expected vehicle size (sx, sy) and velocity (vx, vy) at a
specific position (px, py) in the image.
There are two reasons to use the mean-field terms. First,
the existing approaches update the system state based on the
previous state, which may amplify the error if the system
model is inaccurate. For example, the vehicles may speed
up when driving downhill and the drivers may slow down
when it begins to rain, which makes our constant velocity
assumption invalid. Therefore, we should design a dynamic
system model to fit the current road and weather conditions
with a certain distribution of the uncertainty. However, due
to the complexity and variability of external factors, it is
improper to just add some parameters and make a higherorder system. Instead, we designed a learning procedure and
use the previous experience to guide our current task. This
is what most drivers do: if the vehicle ahead slows down, he
will also slow down. Second, there’s a small part of the image
that contains vehicles, i.e. the road zone, and most false
alarms come from waving trees and moving clouds in the sky.
Moreover, the vehicle’s speed varies with the lanes (fast lanes
and slow lanes), and the traffic flow is dense and slow near
an intersection. So the distribution of vehicle position and
speed should reflect these intuitions and be spatially distinct.
In light of this, it is reasonable to learn these distributions in
a data driven way and embed the mean-field terms into the
system model.
Q
The state distribution P((zt0 )0≤t0 ≤t ∈ t0 ≤t Zt0 ) is estimated by a multi-frame learning procedure, which can
be performed online or offline. In the offline version, we
collect K previous frames as training data. In each frame,
the vehicles are annotated with bounding boxes. By compare
the positions in two adjacent frames, we can calculate the
velocity. Thus, we have the vehicles’ positions, velocities
and sizes in all frames. Then we make a 2D histogram to
estimate the spatially distinct prior distribution of the state
variables (pxt , pyt , sxt , syt , vxt , vyt ). The vehicle position
prior distribution is shown in Figure 4b, and the velocity
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the mean-field value Evx (px0 , py0 ), Evy (px0 , py0 ). Then we
add Gaussian noise to shift the particles and let them evolve
based on the system dynamic in equation 8. The observation
i
i ; ys,t ) indicates the confidence of a
likelihood lt (zs,t
, Lzs,t
particle hypothesis, which is measured by the similarity
with a given target model. For each particle, we extract
the pixel intensity vector from a rectangular tile defined by
(pxt , pyt , sxt , syt ). The similarity between two tiles p, q is
computed by the normalized cross correlation (NCC):

and size distributions are shown in Figure 6.

(a) sx

s(p, q) = 0.5 ∗ (N CC(p, q) + 1)

(b) sy

(10)

Aside from the appearance similarity, the confidence of a
particle hypothesis also depends on the bias to the expected
particle state:
d2 (zti , E[zti ]) = (zti − E[zti ])2

(c) vx

(e) vx distribution

Therefore, the particle weight before normalization is calculated by:
wti = s(p, q)exp(−d2 (zti , E[zti ]))
(12)

(d) vy

(f) vy distribution

Fig. 6: Mean-field term of velocity and vehicle size. (a)(b)
Velocity displayed by pixel intensity. White is positive and
black is negative. (c)(d) Vehicle size displayed by pixel
intensity. Brightness means larger size, and black area means
no vehicle detected.
In Figure 6e and 6f we can see that the speed at position
2,4 is smaller than position 1,3, and vx at position 3,4 is
positive and vx at position 1,2 is negative, which is consistent
with the main road directions. Thus, we get the transition
kernel Kt (zt , Lzt ; zt+1 ) for the system model in equation
(8), where Lzt = Pozt−1 . The mean-field terms Esx , Esy ,
Evx , Evy can be calculated by taking the expected value
of the estimated prior distribution. In the online version, we
maintain a dynamic mean-field term with the state variables
in previous frames:
zt+1 = (1 − ζ)E[zt ] + ζzt

(11)

(9)

where the learning rate ζ is set to 0.001.
C. Tracking
The tracking procedure starts from the detection result,
and the state space is split into independent zones based on
the blobs shown in Figure 5d. For each zone, we put N=10
particles, and the initial state parameters (px0 , py0 , sx0 , sy0 )
are set as the blob’s enveloping rectangle. Since the vehicle’s
velocity is unknown at the beginning, we set vx0 , vy0 as

In each frame, the output vehicle locations are obtained from
the particles with the highest weight, and the corresponding
rectangular tiles are stored as the target appearance model to
be used later when it is compared to the other tiles of the
particles in the next frame.
For multi-vehicle tracking, we create new tracks for each
unassigned zone and store its appearance model. If it is redetected in the next frame, i.e. the best particle’s confidence
exceeds some threshold, we increase its age by 1. The track
will be accepted when age ≥ 3. On the other hand, if a track
has not been detected for too many consecutive frames, it will
be deleted, and the particles deployed in that zone will be
removed. The deletion happens when the vehicle goes out of
view or to eliminate the noisy detections.
The performance is evaluated by the successful tracking
rate. We define the overlap rate of two bounding boxes as
the ratio between the intersection and union area. For each
vehicle, the tracking in frame t is successful if the overlap
rate between the output hypothesis and the ground truth is
above 0.5. We compare our approach with particle filter [22]
modified by [13]. The particle number is set to be N =
1000, while in our algorithm we assign N = 10 particles
in each zone. The processing speed is around 0.6 frame per
second, with MATLAB implementation on a PC with 3.50GHz Intel Core E5-1650 CPU. Most computational load is in
foreground detection. Our algorithm can be easily accelerated
by parallel computing. Figure 7 shows the performance
comparison in terms of the successful tracked vehicle number
in all 1376 test frames. Experimental results demonstrate
the advantage of our approach. More tracking results are
displayed in Figure 8.
IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new distributed mean-field type filtering framework for vehicle tracking on highways. The filter
has four components: sampling, prediction, decomposition
and correction. By decomposition of the entire state space,
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(a) PF

(b) DMF

(c) Error of PF

(d) Error of DMF

Fig. 7: Performance comparison.

Fig. 8: Tracking result in 12 views.

the distributed filters perform locally and focus on their simplified subspace. Based on the foreground detection result,
particles are initially deployed near some good hypotheses,
which is better than random guessing. A multi-frame learning
procedure is added before the tracking task to estimate the
prior state distribution. A mean-field term is combined in the
system dynamic so that the state prediction depends on not
only the previous state but also the statistics of the process.
The mean-field filter performs well with small ensembles in
the vehicle tracking task.
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